Connor for Sports and Societies Officer
Nominated by Nazhif Zaini (Current Sports and Societies Officer)
Seconded by Yu Ri Im (Vice President candidate)
I believe:






That societies form micro-communities within Hughes irrespective of whether they are
intellectual, trivial or a crucial part of a person’s self-identification. All deserve equal
attention. The cohesion that arises from these interactions is what makes Hughes Hall the
fantastic place it is: an opportunity for self-expression and discovery.
That sport can be a defining lifestyle or a hobby. There is room for both at Hughes Hall.
Everyone should have access to sport at a standard suited to themselves and should not be
restricted by finances, prejudice or (lack of) previous experience.
In short and long term goals. Hughes is a student body with both 1 year and multiple-year
students. Therefore, it is crucial to balance the pursuit of short-term achievement with the
long-term development of sports and societies.

I want to:








Motivate the current student body to stand for committee positions in current sports and
societies and to encourage the exciting formation of new clubs. I will draw upon my
enthusiasm, dynamism and willingness to be involved to make this a successful reality.
Work with current leaders of sports an society groups to oversee a smooth transition of
operations in the new academic year whilst identifying current problems.
Unify the Hughsian sporting communities into a singular, high-achieving community. A
visually aligned online presence should be created with the help of the IT officer. This will
showcase the sporting professionalism within Hughes Hall and attract more funding from
local, external sources. We are 1 of 31 colleges so lets make clear why they should pick us!
Improve the advertising of sporting competitions. Clearer instructions on timing and locations
should help to bolster attendances.
Maintain the current economic model: distribution of funds according to current student
involvement is representative and impartial.

I know this to be true:



You are the most wonderful student body. I am wholly emotionally invested in attaining the
best extra-curricular environment for all of us!
We have a solid foundation of sports and societies but there is much scope for improvement!
I am the catalyst for this.

≪ Society Connor

Sporty Connor ≫
Please contact me if you have any questions: ceo28

Please contact me if you have any questions: ceo28

